A One-Size Fits All Approach Doesn’t Work When It Comes to Group Collaboration
The way people work together is evolving, and unique projects, workstyles, functional roles and workforce
diversity call for a complete set of collaboration tools. As the appetite for new ways of working together grows,
new developments, communications, mobility, and cloud services are enabling professionals to communicate
and collaborate in ways that were previously not possible.
With the recent launch of Microsoft Teams, Office 365 now delivers:
 Chat for today’s teams – Threaded persistent chat that keeps everyone engaged
 A hub for team work – Designed to work together with Office 365 apps
 Customization options for each team – With channels, connectors, tabs and bots
 Security teams can trust – Enterprise security & compliance that customers expect
Knowing that your time is valuable, we’ve developed a true-to-life, hands-on, interactive session designed for
professionals like yourself where you and your key stakeholders can test out Microsoft Teams in a fun and riskfree environment: the Microsoft Customer Immersion Experience.

What is a Customer Immersion Experience?
A Customer Immersion Experience (CIE) is a facilitated, hands-on session to test-driving Microsoft devices and
solutions through simulated, everyday business scenarios. During a CIE session, you and a handful of
colleagues will experience the true impact of being a Microsoft-powered business. We’ll provide a skilled
facilitator to walk you through business scenarios using the latest Microsoft online services and some of the
newest devices on the market.
Each session is unique, as it is based on the interest of the session’s participants, and typically lasts 1½ – 3
hours.

Microsoft Immersion Experiences are a great way for business leaders to better understand the
technology solutions they have access to, leading to process improvements and improved workplace
environments.

What to Expect






No slides, demos or sales pitch
Custom session based on the interest, priorities and needs of you and your colleagues
Time to play a part: each participant will select the character “persona” to play for the session
A facilitator to guide you through a live environment in the cloud to explore what’s possible
Fun!

What Will You Experience?







Microsoft Teams – explore our newest collaboration tool’s capabilities:
o Chat for today’s teams – threaded persistent chat that keeps everyone engaged
o A hub for team work, designed to work together with Office 365 apps
o Customization options for each team with channels, connectors, tabs and bots
o How to add your personality to your team with cool emojis, GIFs & stickers
Keep information secure while being productive: make it easier to work securely and maintain compliance
without inhibiting your workflow.
Quickly visualize and analyze complex data: zero in on the data and insights you need without having to
involve a BI expert.
Coauthor and share content quickly: access and edit documents even while others are editing and
reviewing them all at the same time.
Immediate Productivity Gains: Most attendees leave with enough time-saving skills that time invested to
attend an Immersion session more than pays for itself in a few short days.

How Do I Sign Up?
Your place or ours? We’ll work with you to schedule a session when and where it works best for you:
 Join an online Customer Immersion Experience. We’ll send you a link to connect your own device to a
remote desktop loaded with our latest and greatest software.
 Request a private in-person Customer Immersion Experience just for your organization.

Ross Jordan
High Touch Technologies
Director of Sales
Microsoft CIE Facilitator
rossj@hightouchinc.com or (316) 462 4226 for scheduling

